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WP4 Gender in Marine Sciences and Technology

• … aims to develop methodologies for gender-sensitive marine
research (® GenderWave) and to build competence and skills
in gender sensitive teaching.

• Two workshops with Pia Garske on
“Gender Equality and Gender-Conscious Teaching in Science”
for teaching staff from all partner institutions, 2019
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What is gender-sensitive teaching?
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“[G]ender sensitive teaching, …, considers and recognises
the impact of gender aspects in interactions between
teaching staff and students as well as among students
and in teaching content and material.”
(Baltic Consortium on Promoting Gender Equality
in Marine Research Organizations 2018, p. 1)

Why is gender-sensitive teaching
important in Marine Sciences?
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• Marine Science is traditionally a male-dominated discipline
• … which has a lasting effect on the teaching and learning
culture (e.g., practices, symbolism, language)
• … and may result in teacher biases, expressed for instance in
-

stereotypically assigned work orders
different recognition for the same performance
use of stereotypical imagery and contents
“forgetting” about scientific achievements of women (biographies) …

„Girl‘s talk“
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•

Eunice Foote (1819-1888) – she described and theorised
the gradual warming of the Earth’s atmosphere – what
today we call the greenhouse effect – 3 years before John
Tyndall published similar results. Foote remained
unnoticed in the history of climate science until recently.

•

Marie Tharp (1920-2006) – the first to map the sea floor (Heezen-Tharp
map). With her surveys of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge she made a decisive
contribution to the theory of plate tectonics. She only received official
recognition at the end of her career.
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There have been several outstanding female activist scientists that have been
pivotal in the field of marine conservation. Of special note is Rachel Carson (19071964) – an aquatic biologist, author-activist and considered by many to be the first
modern-day environmentalist (cf. Gissia, E.; Portman, M.E. & Hornidge, A.-K. (2018): Ungendering the ocean: Why women matter in ocean governance for sustainability, Marine
Policy 94, 215-219).

Women in Oceanography, a supplement to Oceanography,
Volume 27, Number 4 (2014)
Autobiographical Sketches of female marine scientists
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… to oppose the masculinity of Marine Sciences
• look beyond the traditional self-image of the discipline,
• defy the common ideas about Marine Sciences and gender,
• include the personal and professional biographies of women,
people of colour, queer people, and other structurally
marginalised scientists.
(acc. to Helene Götschel)
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From a didactics point of view, gender-sensitive
teaching aims at equally supporting learning
processes of all students regardless of their gender.
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Source: http://greenlining.org/

2 basic didactic principles for genderand diversity-conscious teaching:
1. method diversity
2. student activation

attention to:
1. gender responsive teaching
and learning materials
2. participatory teaching
3. gender sensitive classroom
setups and dynamics
4. gender-responsive language

® breaking gendered patterns
in the educational environment
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1. Gender responsive teaching and learning
materials: Gender-balanced use of imagery
• In the teaching situation: pay attention to the practical examples –
in particular with regard to images, to ensure that they do not
contribute to maintaining stereotypes or strengthen the inequality
of opportunities through discriminating contents.
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• Instead women and men should be portrayed as having equal
value and examples should take up modern or more unusual
gender images.
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2. Participatory teaching
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• Use a variety of methods ® do not design all sessions of a course
the same, but use different methods.
– e.g., combine frontal teaching with other elements in which the students themselves
should become active.

• Use interactive and cooperative elements
– encourage student participation: e.g., use questions that stimulate response, discussion;
use hands-on experiences; set up a workgroup environment; involve yourself as well as
the students.

• Use different media and stimuli ® alternate between more
cognitive and more practice-oriented approaches so that what you
teach can be tested, criticised and linked.

3. Consider classroom set-ups
and dynamics
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Some recommendations:
• Avoid where possible row seating.
• Give equal chances to all students to answer questions.
• Extend positive reinforcement to all students.
• Ensure that working groups are gender-mixed.
• Ensure that all genders become group leaders.
• Encourage all students to present results from group work.
• Ensure no students dominate over others.
• Assign similar duties to all students and avoid the reproduction of
gender stereotypes (e.g., cleaning, moving furniture).
• Discourage gender-discriminatory and sexist behaviours.

4. Gender-responsive language
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• Does the teaching material use a gender inclusive language or
does it only refer to generic masculine pronouns?
- ”A researcher has to be precise in reporting his findings.”
– ”A researcher has to be precise in reporting his or her findings.”

• A comment that women are included is not sufficient.
– When using the generic masculine, male persons are always associated first.

• Gender-neutral language
– chairman ® chair/chairperson
– spokesman ® spokesperson
– mankind ® humankind
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Key for gender inclusive learning environments…
• personal critical self-reflection
• gender awareness and gender competence of the person
involved in teaching
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No ‘one size fits all’ approach to
gender sensitive teaching

Thank you!
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• Eunice Foote:
https://lassinsombrerocastrourdialesasociacionfeministaylgtbi.wordpress.com/201
9/11/20/20-noviembre-2019-eunice-newton-foote/
• Marie Tharp:
https://wiki.naturalphilosophy.org/images/7/78/Marie_Tharp_1558.jpg
Slight 11:
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